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ABSTRACT

A review of the status of CP violation in kaons is given. Status of our knowledge of
quark mixing angles in the standard six quark model is presented. The role Dj — D" transition
plays in this study is examined. A comparison of the estimates of CP violation effects fioin
models beyond the standard one is given. Other experiments that have the r.apa!>ility of
testing different CP violation models are also discussed.



I. INTRODUCTION

This year is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the discovery of CP violation'1 effects in

kaon decays. The field has grown from an esoteric area of physics into one that bridges

particle and nuclear physics as well as cosmology. There were major discoveries made dnrinf!,

these years. Just last year we have established D" - Z?J mixing.2' Although it is not a CP

violating phenomenon pr.T ,ie, it has important implications in our study of CP violation

Also, direct CP violation was first reported.''1 A framework of describing CP violation in the

context of modern spontaneously broken gauge theories of electroweak interactions is now

firmly in place. This is the standard model Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) description of quark

mixing and CP violation.4' The next step is clearly to determine how well the KM paradigm

describes quark mixings and CP violation. At the same time we should also be on the lookout

for CP violating effects that are not within KM. It is important to emphasize now that we do

not have a deep understanding of the KM matrix. The KM description is a convenient and

successful parametrization of data. Hence, the origin of CP violation still alludes ih even if

we have established that the KM matrix is all there is to CP violation. It is certainly our

hope that this is not the case. In this lecture I will discuss the present status of quark mixing

and CP violation. Sources of CP violation beyond the standard model will also be described.

Since these models are mostly speculations this section carries the subtitle "Lampposts in

fairyland". Next I will describe some current discussions of CP violation experiments beyond

the usual K —> VK mode. I view this as an important dialogue between experimentalists and

theorists out of which new ideas and results will emerge. These are important first steps

Regrettably, I have to omit the interesting question of CP violation in the />-quark system ''

This is simply due to a lack of time. The presentation is aimed at the non-experts such as

graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and active physicists in other areas of subatomic

physics, who are interested in the profound problem of CP violation. The literature on CP

violation is extensive. It is impossible to do justice to all the authors who made important

contributions in this area. More detailed discussions of the topics covered here can be found

in Ref. 6.

IT QUARK MIXINGS AND THE K-M MATRIX

In the standard model the quarks come in three families listed below

(A dR

c R , *n • ( 2 ' )

(0

The left-handed quarks come in a doublet representation of the SU(2) part of the SL'(2), x

U(l) gauge interactions whereas the right-handed quarks are SU(2) singlets These are cigen-

states of the weak interactions. In general they are not the mass eigenstates However, they



are related to each other by a unitary transformation. In the minimum case of 3 quark

families, the unitary transformation is represented by a 3 x 3 unitary matrix. Hence, we hnvr

(d'\ (VuiVu,Vub\ (d\
\s' = VcdVc,Vcb \ \ s \ , ( 2 .2 )
\vj \vtdvt.va)\b)

where the prime denotes weak eigenstates and the unprimed ones are mass eigenstates. The

Lagrangian of the charged weak interactions is then given by

L = -% E ^ ^ ^ V . ^ + h . c . , (2.3)

where g is SU(2) gauge coupling. A 3 x 3 unitary matrix can be written in a form resembling

the Euler rotations of rigid bodies, i.e. in terms of 3 mixing angles plus a physical phase b.

There are many forms of writing this and a commonly used one is given below

d s b

C12C13

- •S13C12C23C'6

where c,; ( J , J ) denotes the cos (sin) of the mixing angle between z and ; 'h families of quarks.

The angles are such that c13 ~ c23 — 1 and the dots in Eq. (2.4) are terms much smaller than

the ones we retained.

We have a fair bit of knowledge of the elements of VtJ. The first element is very well

measured by the 0 + —» 0 + /^-transitions. Currently, we have7 '

Vud = 0.9740 ± 0.00010 , (2.5)

which is the culmination of many years of careful experimentation and calculations. Ambi-

guities in dealing with the necessary radiative corrections of nuclear matrix elements prevent

us from using this route for an improvement on the measurement, of Vuj. Pion 0-Aeca.y and

free neutron 0 decay would be ways out of this difficulty. However, both of these experiments

present formidable challenges if one wishes to achieve the desired accuracy.

The element |VUJ| is also very well determined from A'r3 and hyperon decays, xhe world

average is8'

|VU,I = 0.2196 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0018 . (2.G)

A breakdown of the errors in the analysis Ke3 reveals:

|K,,| = 0.2196 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0018 . (2.7)

The last uncertainty is theoretical and one should aim at reducing it. The first uncertainty

comes from radiative effects and experimental uncertainties. It appears to be possible to

reduce these uncertainties to ±0.0005 which will be a job for the kaon factories.



We come to the last element in the first row of the KM matrix; namely Vub. Unitaritv

dictates ihat

\Vudf + \VU,\2 + \Vub\
2 = 1 . (2.8)

whereas experimentally we have 0.9970 ± 0.021 from Vud and Vu, alone. We can use this to

set an upper limit on |Voj,. An important point to note is that without taking into account

radiative corrections, the left-hand side of Eq. (2.8) would be 1.035. This is clearly in violation

of unitarity. We will have more to say about Vu(, later.

We quickly move on to the second row. The elements Vcd and Vc, are fairly well deter-

mined from neutrino production of charmed particles. From these measurements we obtain

and

\Vrd\ = 0.22 ±0.03

|Vci| = 0.95 ±0.14 . (2.9)

This brings us to |Vj<.|. This is measured by the semileptonic branching ratio of ft-mesons into

charmed ones plus lut pair at the quark level depicted in Fig. 1. In the limit that one enn

neglect the masses of the final state quarks, the partial width of ft —> civ is given by the usual

formula for muon lifetime with the appropriate substitution of mu —> mb and including the

mixing element Vbc. Explicitly we have

r<* (2.10)

Fancier calculations exist that include the correct phase-space factors to account for

r-quark mass and QCD corrections. From this we can extract

\Vbc\ = 0.040 ±0.010 . (2.11)

Now we can return to |Vut|. The ratio |Vr
u(,/V|,r| can be obtained from the semileptonic decay

of B-mesons by fitting the charged lepton spectrum n.s a sum of two components contaimnt;

ft —» civ and ft — ulu. Since the N-quark is utmost massless whereas the r-quark is alumt

1.5 GeV one expects more high energy charge lepton? if |14J is large. The lack of obseived

high energy leptons2' puts the limit

V'6c
0.20 . (2 .12)

b sf b - ^ b

c c c

Fig. 1. Decay nmiles of b quark in t l ir s t andard model.



A lower bound on \Vbu\ can be obtained through the finding of exclusive final states

of B meson decays that do not contain charmed particles. Sightings of the modes ppn and

ppirir were reported by ARGUS; however, this is not confirmed by CLEO. The discrepancy

is shown below:3'

B- ->pp7r-(l(r-4) B° ->pp:r+x-(10-')
CLEO '85 < 4.5 < 5.6
CLEO '87 < 16 < 3.3
Combined < 1.4 < 2.9
ARGUS 5.2 ±1.4 ±1.9 6.0 ± 2.0 ± 2.2

The resolution of this controversy is crucial.

With the knowledge we gained thus far we can constrain the mixing elements of the

third row of V,}. This is shown in (2.13)

/ 0.974 0.22 0 .003- 0.01 \
|V0| = 0.22 0.974 0.05 . (2.13)

\ 0 .001- 0.023 0.05 0.999 /

The elements \Vt]\ are known within two and three decimal places without having found the

(quark! This certainly is a measure of how successful the standard model is. A closer look

at Eq. (2.13) reveals the KM matrix elements exhibit a hierarchial structure. The diagonal

elements are close to unity. Going from family 1 to family 2 a factor of A = 0.22 is involved

Going from family 2 to family 3 a factor of A2 is involved. This observation leads to the

Wolfenstein-Miani parametrization10' of KM matrix in powers of A as follows.

/ l - ^ 2 A ApX3eiS\
V ~ \ - \ ( \ + A1\*pe-'s) 1 - §A2 AX7 . (2.1-1)

V A\3(l-pe-V -AA'O + AV—') 1 /

This is an approximate representation in power series of A and we have only kept the leading

terms. A is given by |Vj,c| and is found to be

i 4 = 1.05±0.17 . (2.15)

This is a very convenient form for the study of CP violation. The physical phase fi always

appears with at least a factor of A3. Hence, the observed weakness of CP violation effect is

understood to be due to the smallness of the quark mixing angles. Secondly, CP violation

is associated with either the c, fc or t quark. We shall see that CP violation in the s-quark

system involves both c and <-quarks in an essential way. This is due to the fact that there is

no direct flavor changing neutral current in the standard model.

III. B°d - B°d MIXING

In the last two years we have seen the discovery and confirmation of the B° - B° mixing

of phenomenon by ARGUS and CLEO. It is fair to mention that indications of this mixing

appeared previously in the UA1 detector although no firm conclusion can be drawn from
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Fig. 2. Semileptonir decays of the D° and f>° mpsons.

them. In the ARGUS and CLEO experiment, the B° and Bd mesons are pair produced al

the T(4S) state:

c+e- -» T ( 4 5 ) -» B°dB°d . (3.1)

Ordinary B° decays into l~ C>+ charmed particles semileptonically whereas Bd into h+ charmed

particles, see Fig. 2. Hence, we have opposite sign dileptons, in the final states. If mixing

occurs, i.e. Bd —> Bd or B° —> Bd, then we will have a number of /+ /+ or (/"/" ) events in (In-

final state. The actual number of these same sign dilepton events depends on the strength nf

this mixing. This is indeed what was found and the ratio of same sign dileptons to oppuMti-

dileptons is given by

_ N{e+c+) + N(e-e-) _ 0.21±0.08 ARGUS
Ti~ N(r + r~) ~ 0.15 ±0.06 CLEO. ( '" '

In SM. Z?5 being a bd meson and B® a bd meson, can make transition into each other by

exchanging W'+W~, i.e. a higher order effect. This is due to the fact hat (here are nn direct

or tree level flavor changing neutral currents in SM. This is depicted in Fig. 3. The calculation

of the diagram gives the mixing parameter id which is related to rd by

Explicitly, n is

,,Qf.
l\ f (j£} \VJ

(.1.3)

(3.4)

vtb

i W"

t <\

f w+

fig. 3. The l.ox diagram for /?J - /?J mixing.
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The various factors are understood as follows:

') VQCD — 0-85 ~ 0.63 is a factor due to gluonic exchanges between quarks. Without

including them we would have T;QCD = 1 which is the free quark result.

ii) re , and MB are simply the lifetime and the mass of the B-meson which is experimentally

known.

iii) Bg fg represents the hadronic matrix element and at present is not reliably calculable,

/a is the B-meson decay constant similar to the familiar /„ and / K for pions and knons.

The uncertainty in this quantity is about a factor of 2, i.e. [BB ff,] ~ 100 - 200 MoV.

iv) The function / f^j") is the result from calculating the box-diagram of Fig. 3 and is

given by

v) l̂ 'idP is the KM matrix which can be read from Eq. (2.4) or (2.14). We have also used

| V r t | * ~ l .

The interesting point is that the measured value of xj implies a heavy <-quark. Using

(3.G)

and Eq. (3.3) xj gives a constraint equation on p, 6 and m(. Equations (3.3) and (3.5)

illustrate the point I made in the beginning; namely B° — BcP mixing is not a CP violating

effect per te, i.e. even if 6 = 0, n is not vanishing. However, in SM it is closoly linked to

CP-violation because it relates the parameters p, fi and m( non-trivially.

IV. CP-VIOLATION IN KAONS

We return now to the discovery that started the whole game; namely CP violation in

A —* 7T7T decays. The two most important parameters are e and —. The first one measures

the CP violating admixture in the wave functions of the neutral kaons A'" and K°. We need

here a few standard notations: the definite CP states are defined by CP |A'° >= - |A'° >, and

CP |A'°>= A'°>, [A', = A'°> -lA-°> x/2 and \I<2>= ly°ffi°> with CP |A", > to = |A, >
and CP \I\-i > = - |A ' 2 >. The states A'° and Ks is then given by

--TW



(u.c.t) Y (u.e.t)

a - "- ""* s
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Fig. 4. Penguin diagram for sd —• dd transition.

Thus for a small f K°L is mostly CP odd and A'? is mostly CP even. Experimentally one
measures the amplitudes A'JJ -» K+*- and A'° -> 7r+7r-. The ne\itral models of TTV final
states are also measured. The ratio of the amplitudes gives

- » 7T+7T-)

A(KL -» TTV)
> > G o S A ( / f 5 ^ ^ ) = e - 2 t • ( 4 4 )

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) show that CP violation can arise from the wave function a_s Riven
by f as well as directly in the decay as given by ('. It is customary to discuss the relative

strengths of these in terms of the ratio —. The superweak theory"' gives — = 0.
f f

In SM, 6 is given by the imaginary part of the box diagram as depicted in Fig. 4
Standard analysis gives

+ small term , (4.5)

where AM/,- is the K°, K° mass difference which is measured. Again 171 ~ 0.4, r/2 ~ 0.G ;uul
r/3 ~ 0.7 are QCD correction factors. The function /» is

4 ( l -y , )
( 4 G I

where yr, = —^ and /2 is given in (3.4). e is a genuine CP violating quantity as seen
A",

explicitly by the siniS factor. It is important to note that both the r and t quarks are of
equal importance for m, ~ Mw- This is seen by comparing the first and second terms (if
Eq. (4.5). Although the t quark contribution is down by \A, m, being much larger than in,.
compensates for this. The hadronic uncertainty is similar to D"D° mixing. Combining these
two calculations a constrain on p and <S is obtained. For numerical details see Ref. 12.

Let me reiterate the physics behind the KM description of CP-vicilation in the kaon
system. The observed weakness of the strength of CP-vinlntion is due '" 'lie sinnlliies*. nf t In
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Fig. 5. Hox diagram for ft'0- A".

quark mixing angles, i.e. involves A6, which in turn is due to the essential role played by the
heavy c and t quarks.

What about — ? The experimental situation is given below

Re- = (3.3 ± 1.1) X 1(T3 NA31
e

(3.2±2.8±1.2)xl(T3 FNAL , (4.7)

which shows a signal of 3a effect. In SM, — is given by the interplay between the electrowoak
and the strong or color interaction via the penguin diagrams. This is depicted in Fig. 5. Tliorc
are a lot more theoretical uncertainties involved here than in the calculations of B°-B° mixing
and e. It is simply impossible to get into details here. Calculation with SM incorporating the
range of f-quark mass allowed by B° - B° mixing. Buras et al.l4) obtains

, 2

(4.8)

Agreement with experiment is good and the sign is correct. This by no means implies quan-
titative understanding. One potentially troublesome point should be made. It is found that
the calculation of e' is insensitive to m,; whereas t is increasing rapidly with m,. However, f
is fixed by experiment. This in turn implies that if the <-quark is heavy; e.g. m, > 100 GcV
as preferred by id , then the parameters in Eq. (4.5) will have to take the lower values that
are allowed by experiments. This then feeds back into a smaller value of e'. In short, a heavy
fquark favors a lower value of - . A second point concerns the importance of the penguin
diagrams. They were first invoked to explain the A/ = \ rule. This it fails to do.15' Opti-
mistically, one can take the view that - is a better probe of penguins and A/ = 1/2 rule is
the wrong place for sighting them. Certainly much more work is required.

I can now summarize the status of CP violation in SM as follows: it works very well
and gives quantitative predictions. The KM paradigm is consistent with all data and Rots
agreement in the sign and magnitude of - with observation. The range of mt is 60 < mt <

200 GeV. Only four parameters need to be determined, p, <5, m, and m,, and the picture will
be complete.
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V. LAMPPOSTS IN FAIRYLAND

Despite its remarkable success, the standard model does not look like the final theory. It
contains too many free parameters. Depending on the counting one gets 21 free parameters.
The Higgs mechanism is ad hoc and suffers from naturalness and fine tuning problem. There
are many models that go beyond SM. For the discussion of CP violation, I simplify the
situation by classifying them into two categories. The first class is to keep the gauge symmetry
as SU(2) x U(l) with the possible addition of a global U(l) Peccei-Quinn symmetry.17) This
U(1)PQ symmetry is involved to solve the strong CP problem.18) In brief the strong CP
problem arises in SM due to tunneling effect between different QCD vacua. This leads to a
P and T violating term in the SM Lagrangian which can be written as OQCDG^G"" where
C " (GM"J is the gluonic field tensor (dual). This induces neutron electric dipole moment
(EDM) £iven by19)

dn ~ lO"18 0QCD • (5.1)

Experimentally dn < 10~2S e-c.m. Thus 0QCD has to be less than 10~9 which is unnntural
since all other couplings in SM are of order y/n.

The second class of models involves an extension of the gauge group or the symmetry
of the SM. Prominent examples are left-right symmetric models which has the gauge group
SU(2)|, x SU(2)n x U(l) and super symmetric standard models which give a bosonic partner
to every fermion in SM and vice versa. In all such models considered thus far an extended
Higgs structure is required.

In the extended Higgs model where the gauge symmetry is SU(2) XU(1) one can either
keep the KM phase, i.e. complex Yukawa couplings, or hypothesize that Yukawa roupliugs
are real. In the (after case all CP violation effects arise from the Higgs potential This
is known as spontaneous CP or T violation, (STV). The Weinberg three Higgs doublets
model is archetypical.20' One can also combine both KM phase and STV. A minimal mode]
is constructed by Geng and Ng.21' The new CP violation mechanism in these type of models
is always Higgs-like boson exchanges. They involve either charged Higgs boson or srnlar-
pseudoscalar mixings.

In SU(2)L x SU(R)R x U(l) models it is customary not to include STV to give a physical
relative phase between left and right IV-bosons. The Higgs sector is then ignored for the study
of CP violation. Attention is then focused on TV;, - \VR mixing and the phase involved."1

Since models beyond SM have too many free parameters to give quantitative prediction
for CP-violation phenomenology I will summarize how well they do qualitatively in Table I.
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Table I. Some models of CP violation beyond SM

Model

SM

2 Higgs
explicit CPV

3 Higgs
spont. CPV

2 Higgs
doublet &
2 singlet

4th generation
generation

left-right
symmetric

SUSY

kM

phase

yes

yes

yes +
phase in

Higgs sector

yes
phase in

Higgs sector

yes

no
(can accom-

modate)

yes
+ many more

phases

s i g n l - j

+

not
fixed

not
fixed

not
fixed

+

solve

0QCD

no

yes

no

yes

no

user STV
probably

small

dn

e-c.m.

~1031

~ io-31

~ lO"26

to 10"25

~ lO"26

to 10-25

~ lO"31

~ io- 2 6

to 10"27

~ lO"27

Ref.

Peccei-Quinn'6'

Weinberg20'

Geng-Ng21'

Mohapatra23 '

_ f -(1.4 ±0.6)
~ \ -(1.2 ±0.6)

x 10~25 e-cm Lobashov et al.2i)
x 10"25 e-cm Grenoble25)

VI. SOME CP VIOLATION EXPERIMENTS BEYOND K -* TTT

While some theorists are wandering in fairyland, experimenters are busy planning the

next generation of experiments. I will give a list of what has been discussrd. This is certainly

an incomplete list and more details can be found in Ref. 25.

i) K° -,ir°rr-

This has become a favorite decay for the next generation of CP experiment. The

branching ratio is expected to be small; 10~n ~ 10"12. It proceeds through a CP violating

one-photon exchange diagram and a CP conserving two-photon exchange diagram (see Fig. G).

It is a test of the electromagnetic penguin mechanism.2"27'
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(b)

(c)

^A 7 X -

Fig. 6. Feynman diagrams for K° —» jr°ee decay. The CP ronsessive two-photon process
is depicted in (a) and the CP violating single photon is given in (b). A quark level induced
sd —> 7" —' re diagram is represented in (c). Other diagrams for the sd-) vertex is not
shown.

ii) A"°

The longitudinal polarization asymmetry, Pi, of the final state muon defined by

P _
L N(R) + N(L)

where N(R/L) denotes the number of right-handed/left-handed muon, in a a CP violating

observable.28 In SM Pi is expected to be 10~3. However, if the Higgs-boson is light, this can

be enhanced to 10~2 to 10"'. The lighter the Higgs boson is the larger P;, will get.2'1 It is

remarkable that experimenters are now measuring different quantities in rare decays,

iii) Transverse muon polarization in A'+ —» TT"I+I/

Here, the CP violating observable one hopes to measure is the transverse polarization

of the lepton Se • (p x A') where S is the s].!n of the lepton, p and K are the momentum of

the lepton p.nd TT0 respectively. The advantage is that this is not a rare decay. However, lite

standard model predicts zero except for a small Coulomb correction at the level of 10"R. This

is a good probe for scalar or pseudoscalar currents.32'

iv) Electric dipole moment, of charge leptons

These measurements are challenging and theoretically interesting. Again the SM pre-

dicts very small value coming from 3-loop effects. Large values can arise in extended Higgs

models, left-right symmetric models, SUSY, and horizontal symmetry models. An important

test here is to measure ^ and see how this rntio will scale as a function of the lepton mnss.

i.e. df ~ ( ^ 0 or ( ^ ) . Predictions nf models differ in this ratio. Obviously, d, is free <if

any QCD ambiguities and thus observations of these EDM is a stringent test of electnmvnk
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models of CP violation.
In conclusion it is clear that new experiments in CP violations are necessary for :\

deeper understanding of CP violation in SM as well as for discovering new physics. These
will require new facilities and new detectors. The next step looks difficult, and challenging.
As a compensation the rewards for this work will be great indeed.
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